This paper examines the viability of using the combination of the vortex lattice method for aerodynamic performance prediction with a genetic algorithm for the optimization of the aerodynamic performance of horizontal axis wind turbine blades. The work described in this paper includes the adaptation of a vortex lattice code designed to predict propeller performance to wind turbine performance prediction and the optimization process including results for both single point and multipoint design optimization efforts.
Background
The economics of deploying large wind turbine farms as a substantial source of electrical power is driven in large part by the efficiency of power conversion from wind energy to rotational mechanical energy. In the 1920's, Betz formulated the basic analysis for the limiting case for horizontal axis wind turbine efficiency and set up the guidelines for how windturbine efficiencies should be calculated. A modern explanation of the Betz analysis can be found in Reference 1. In the 1930's Glauert applied classical aerodynamic methods to airplane propeller designs in an effort to optimize performance of the horizontal axis machine for propulsion. 2 In the 1970's and 1980's blade element and momentum theory models were developed and refined for modeling wind turbine performance [3] [4] [5] and the efficiency of these models made them ideally suited for the genetic algorithm optimization work performed in the 1990's by Selig et al. 6 This method for optimizing horizontal axis wind turbines using genetic algorithms used an improved version of the momentum theory models and demonstrated a successful and efficient optimization strategy. Hampsey 1 improved upon the optimization efforts by using a B-spline approach for modeling the blades along with a panel method for performance prediction. In this important optimization using a relatively higher order method for aerodynamic prediction, the blade geometries were not modeled using traditional airfoil shape theory.
In the development of performance prediction for sails, it has been shown that the prediction of aerodynamic loads using the vortex lattice method is often much more accurate than load predictions based on simpler momentum theory methods. As with the panel methods, computational efficiency necessary for optimization can be maintained with the vortex lattice method. 7 A vortex lattice method has been applied to ship propellers 8 and to airplane propellers and has been shown to accurately predict performance in appropriate applications. 9, 10 The airplane propeller analysis reported in Ref. 9 has been adapted as the primary engine for horizontal axis wind turbine performance in this effort. The genetic algorithm(GA) used in this effort is the Improve© Code developed and implemented in several aerospace applications by Anderson. 11, 12 This code uses a tournament based method for reproduction and has options for elitism and pareto development of multiple goal problems. The GA and vortex lattice wind turbine model have been used to optimize the aerodynamic performance of wind turbines for power density for a single operating condition and for different wind speeds at a constant angular velocity as described by the Weibull distribution with a shape factor of 2.
Vortex Lattice Method
Even though the vortex lattice theory does not include any viscous or compressibility effects, Richard Shiu Wing Cheung 10 proved that aircraft propeller performance predictions can be close to experimental performance data. He also showed that the inclusion of 2-D drag data results in only a minor improvement with respect to experimental data. Depending on the thickness of the propeller airfoil, the vortex lattice method of lifting surface with one or two layers has to be chosen. In this paper only wind turbines with thin airfoils are investigated. Thus the vortex lattice method of lifting surface with a single layer of vortex elements is used for all numerical propeller performance predictions.
Airfoil Performance Program

Basic Geometry
The basic geometric shape assumed for the wind turbine blades is a swept wing design with swept wing with a chord length that decreases linearly with radial position. The geometric flexibility of the blades includes blade length, blade width at the root and tip, blade sweep, and blade angle of attack as a function of radial position. A set of parameters is chosen to describe the blade planform. The blade is then designed by choosing a design operating speed and a free stream wind velocity. The blade shape is then set so that the blade slices through the stream without altering the free stream momentum. An angle of attack is then added to the blade using a distribution function.
A schematic of the blade planform illustrating the profile and sweep is shown in Figure 1 . Two different functions describing the angle of attack distribution for the blades were investigated. An elliptic distribution which allows for angles of attack ranging from nearly constant functions to fully elliptic profiles was investigated because this class of functions is known to produce desirable distributions for angle of attack on aircraft wings. This functional development is described more fully in Ref. 9 . After looking at the results of the wake with this distribution, a parabolic profile for the angle of attack distribution was investigated. The parabolic profile was instituted in the form of a square root function as shown in equation 1. aoay y aoah aoax aoa + − = (1) Here, aoa is the angle of attack at span location y, and aoax, aoah, and aoay are free constants. The one additional parameter to fully describe the blade shape is the chordwise position of the center of rotation. For multiple advance ratios, an additional parameter is included to allow for the fixed geometry blade to change the total pitch angle to better accommodate the off design advance ratios.
Depending on the parameters selected, the propeller blade shape can vary from a simple straight blade propeller to a swept back blade with a linear chord length distribution with either an elliptic or a parabolic angle of attack distribution.
Airfoil Generation
In the airfoil generation process all NACA 4-digit series airfoils can be created. The GA input parameters which determine the airfoil type are;
• max camber • position of max camber Since the airfoil performance program uses only a single lifting surface layer of vortex elements the thickness is not taken into account. To get close data to experimental results the program applies only to thin airfoil sections as shown by Richard Shiu Wing Cheung 10 . After the airfoil is selected, the mean line is determined by taking the average value of the upper and lower airfoil surface. This mean line describes the lifting surface of vortex elements for the air foils. The airfoil characteristics including max camber and position of the max camber are constant over the entire air foil span.
Airfoil Performance
The air foil performance program consists of several components which generate the turbine blade geometry, grid discretization, influence coefficient determination and Gauss solver subroutine to solve for the unknown vortex strength.
To allow parameters to change during the optimization, an input file which contains the airfoil design variables is read in by the program. Other fixed parameters such as the free stream velocity, rotational speed, number of panels, impeller hub diameter and air density, are set at the beginning of the program. Besides the integration into the GA, the airfoil performance program can also be used to determine the performance of a wind turbine impeller over a range of upwind speed conditions.
Grid Generation
The air foils are divided up into chordwise and spanwise panels. A single panel side is defined by two following nodal points. A quadrilateral element is constructed from two neighboring spanwise and cordwise vortex elements. Control points are located in the center of the quadrilateral elements. The control points are where the influence of the individual vortex elements is evaluated. The number of panel elements can be set in the variable definition section of the program, which is fixed throughout the optimization. In the spanwise direction the location of the grid points follows James. 13 Thus the discretization has equidistance between the nodal points with the tip element moved one quarter interval inward to account for the wingtip vortex. See also Ref. 8 for more detailed description of panel distribution functions. In the chordwise direction the panels are divided up into even spacing.
Quadrilateral and Horseshoe Elements
The panel elements consist of four straight vortex lines which form a quadrilateral. To fulfill Lord Kelvin's theorem the circulation along the panel sides is constant. More detail on that constraint is found in Refs. 14 and 15.
The wake of the propeller is simulated by horseshoe vortices which extend from the last cordwise panel two revolutions downstream. The pitch of the horseshoe elements is constant, which coincide with Goldstein's helical vortex model 16 , and follows the trailing edge panel to satisfy the Kutta condition. Slipstream contraction is neglected to simplify the geometry of the wake. See Figure 2 below. For the work presented here, compressibility modeling is not included and no viscous effects are accounted for. These phenomena will be incorporated in future modeling efforts; however, for the flow velocities of principle interest to this investigation compressibility and viscous effects do not significantly alter the results.
Results
To gain some confidence in the prediction scheme, some comparisons with the calculations of other researchers are included in the optimization results. An inverse method for optimization was used in Reference 17, and results from this optimization are compared to results obtained for optimized blades using the vortex lattice method in Figure 3 . The parameter of interest in this comparison is the efficiency. In all cases for this paper, the efficiency is defined as the power extracted by the wind turbine divided by the power in the upwind stream. The power produced by the wind turbine is calculated by calculating the torque applied to the machine due to the aerodynamic loading calculated using the vortex lattice method. This torque is multiplied by the operating speed to get shaft power. The power in the wind is the mass flow rate multiplied by the kinetic energy per unit mass.
All optimizations prepared for the present investigation involve maximizing power produced at the hub for a given wind speed, operating speed and blade length. The angle of attack distribution employed in this comparative work is described by the parabolic function. The diameter of the wind turbines compared in Figure 3 is 16 m and the operating speed is 120 rpm for all but one case. In all four of these cases, the machines are constructed with 2 blades. The geometry was not specified clearly enough in Ref. 17 to allow for a rigorous comparison of performance but the qualitative comparison is favorable considering that the wind turbines were optimized using different methods and different performance prediction schemes. There are several noteworthy characteristics of these results. Fundamentally, if the machine is optimized for power output at a given wind speed, the efficiency will peak at a slightly lower wind speed. Also, the Betz limit on this plot is approximately 60%. For the 120 rpm case, the peak efficiency of the two GA optimized machines bracket the performance of the machine analyzed in Ref. 17 . Further investigation of the performance prediction routine is necessary but it would appear that a slight over prediction of performance is occurring at the lower wind speeds. Additional verification and validation of the prediction tool using experimental data is imperative and is currently under way. However, the prediction tool is clearly providing realistic estimates of the wind turbine performance and can be used with confidence to at least qualitatively optimize wind machines.
To more clearly understand the details of the optimization efforts, the wake for the two cases discussed above is displayed in Figures 4 and 5 . For clarity, the wake from only one of the two blades is shown in the plot. For the vortex lattice method employed in this work, the trailing legs for the horse shoe vortices are not "managed" in any special way. These legs are allowed to travel downstream for two full rotations at the angle at which they leave the trailing edge of the airfoil. The only constraint placed on the trailing legs is that they are required to travel downstream. This does not accurately portray the velocity field far away from the wind turbine since the free stream momentum would bend and stretch the trailing legs; however, the position of the trailing legs far down stream of the air foils appears to have little impact on the predicted torque with the primarily quadrilateral element version of the vortex lattice code employed here. For this reason, the wake plots shown here serve primarily to illustrate the profile of momentum exchange between the wind turbine blades and the free stream. To further demonstrate the practicality of optimizing aerodynamic shapes for horizontal axis windturbines using the vortex lattice method coupled with a genetic algorithm, three additional cases involving larger scale wind turbines with lower operating speeds were considered. The designs are crafted to closely follow the geometry of the Nordex S70 series power generating wind turbines. The blade diameter for these wind turbines is 70 m, the root chord is approximately 4 meters and the tip chord is 1-2 meters. The operating speed ranges up to approximately 20 rpm. The exact details for the air foil geometry are sketchy; however, this information is adequate to optimize the blade geometry for this class of wind turbines. The GA parameters were set to consider blade chord lengths in this range, a range of elliptic sweep distributions and a range of elliptic angle of attack functions. For the first case, a single point optimization (for power out) for a 10 m/s wind speed was performed assuming a wind turbine operating speed of 20 rpm. The GA was given a choice between 2 or 3 blades and chose the 3 blade option. 100 members were place in the population for this case and the GA was set to run for 200 generations. A completely fixed blade geometry is thus assembled for the analysis. The resulting performance is compared to the Nordex machine in Figure 6 . The agreement between the optimized machine and the Nordex machine is striking for the operating range of the Nordex machine. The higher wind speeds shown on the plot are rare and not likely to be optimized for and it is important to note that, in this higher speed area, the compressibility and viscous effects will cause the power curve to drop significantly below this more ideal operating curve. However, it would be expected that an inviscid, incompressible analysis of an optimized design would exceed the performance of a real operating wind turbine. Part of the reason for why this is not occurring is likely to be related to the wake distribution to be discussed in more detail later in the results section. The efficiency of the optimized wind turbine for case 1 is shown in Figure 7 . Again, the efficiency peaks at a slightly lower wind speed than the speed at which power was maximized. The other noteworthy characteristic is that the efficiency curve has a rather sharp peak due probably at least in part to the fact that this is a single point optimization. The wake behavior is qualitatively characterized in the trailing legs plots shown in Figures 8 and 9. For Figure 8 , the wake for only one of the three blades is shown for clarity. The angle of attack distribution for this analysis is the elliptic function. It is clear from Figure 8 that the blades are slowing the flow at about the ¾ span location much more than at the hub or tip. From energy principles, it can be argued that a more uniform distribution would be more efficient, hence a square root function is being implemented for this configuration. To illustrate the optimization process for the wind turbine, a plot of the figure of merit, power in this case, as a function of the generation is included in Figure 10 . The analysis program was originally developed for a propeller so the sign convention is that power out is negative. (This is opposite the traditional thermodynamic convention for systems but it is convenient for this analysis.) To maximize power out, the GA was set to minimize power in, thus the large negative numbers for the best performer. After approximately 125 generations, the performance improvement declines to a very low level indicating a high level of confidence in the convergence of the optimization. Single point optimizations are certainly valuable and instructive but, in practice, wind turbines spend most of their lives away from any single design point. The approach taken in this effort is to select a primary advance ratio (6 m/s) for this case, fix the geometry for this advance ratio and angle of attack distribution, and then, for the "offdesign" condition, rotate the entire fixed geometry through a GA determined pitch angle change and then rerun this geometry for the "off-design" wind speed (10 m/s in this case). For case 2, two operating speeds were selected and the performance for these two operating conditions was weighted according to the Weibul distribution. 150 members, 120 generations were selected for this case. Otherwise, the GA was set exactly as for case 1. The performance of the resulting wind turbine is characterized by the power distribution function shown in Figure 10 and the efficiency distribution shown in Figure  11 . These curves are calculated for fixed geometries and fixed pitch angles. The optimum operating condition would obviously correspond to a continuously varying pitch angle but the curves are shown primarily to illustrate the overall characteristics of the performance and not the true operating conditions. An optimized operating profile could be generated by the GA as a part of the preliminary design process.
The performance behavior for the 10 m/s case is similar to the single point optimization performance but the performance at 6 m/s is slightly improved. The efficiency of the machine at the lower speeds is at least slightly over predicted in this case since the efficiency exceeds the Betz limit. The elliptic angle of attack functions associated with the 6 m/s design point and the offset distribution for the 10 m/s operating condition are shown in Figure 12 . The GA determined pitch change for the entire fixed geometry blade is approximately 3.2 degrees. This twist results in a change in the true angle of attack for the airfoil that depends on the radial location. The change is much more dramatic near the hub than at the tip and would likely result in separation near the hub. Alternative procedures such as designing the blade initially for the higher operating speed and then rotating for the lower operating speeds are now being investigated. The wake behavior for this design is characterized in Figures 13 and 14 . Since an elliptic distribution is assumed for the angle of attack function, the character of the wake is not markedly different from case 1. Because of the higher free stream velocity, the wake in Figure 14 is stretched out further but is nearly identical to the wake in Figure 13 otherwise. 
Large Diameter Wind Turbine Optimizations: Case 3
For case 3, three operating speeds were selected and the performance for these three operating conditions was again weighted according to the Weibul distribution. 150 members, 160 generations were selected for this case. Otherwise, the GA was set exactly as for case 2. The performance of the resulting wind turbine is characterized by the power distribution function shown in Figure 15 and the efficiency distribution shown in Figure 16 . Again, these curves are calculated for fixed geometries and fixed pitch angles and are shown primarily to illustrate the overall characteristics of the performance rather than the true operating conditions.
The performance behavior for the 10 m/s case is again similar to the single point optimization performance but the performances at 6 m/s and 8 m/s are slightly improved as might be expected in a multipoint optimization. Again, the efficiency of the machine at the lower speeds is at least slightly over predicted in this case since the efficiency again slightly exceeds the Betz limit. The elliptic angle of attack distribution is depicted in Figure 17 . In this case as in the other elliptic distributions, the optimum distribution at the 6 m/s is nearly fully elliptic when only elliptic angle of attack distribution functions are considered. The pitch change between the 6 and 10 m/s cases is almost the same and the pitch change for the 8 m/s case is approximately 2 degrees from the 6 m/s case. Again, the true angle of attack steepens near the hub but goes to near zero at the tip in all cases. The wake characteristics for this case are not shown but were found to be essentially identical in overall appearance to those shown above for the elliptic distributions. Comparison between elliptic and parabolic angle of attack functions If the Betz argument is taken piecemeal in a radially outward direction, it can be argued that a more uniform wake might lead to more efficient wind turbines. This has turned out to be the case in propeller optimization efforts. The elliptic distributions for angle of attack considered above clearly will not allow for the more uniform wakes for constant camber airfoils in the wind turbine case. In an effort to address this consideration, a parabolic distribution used in the small diameter wind turbine analysis above was implemented and compared to the elliptic distribution for the large diameter wind turbine.
The particulars of the case considered for this comparison involved a 10 m/s wind, a 70 m diameter wind turbine and an operating speed of 19 rpm. Substantial flexibility was given to the GA to determine the parameters for the optimum shape for the angle of attack function. 150 members were placed in the population and the GA was run through 150 generations for the two cases. Convergence was not clearly demonstrated for these two cases but the changes in the objective function (power output) were small near the end of these runs. The resulting angle of attack distributions are compared in Figure 18 . Momentum/energy arguments could be used to explain the distribution of the chosen for the parabolic function; however, the overall performance of the wind turbine did not substantially change as can be seen in Figures 19 and 20 . Clearly, the use of a more universal angle of attack function would be of interest. To illustrate the differences in the character of the wake between the elliptic and parabolic angle of attack functions, the wake for the parabolic distribution is shown in Figure 21 . The peak flow retardation point has moved outward along the blade as might be expected by looking at the angle of attack distributions considering the rotation of the blades but the near hub area and the tip areas are retarded much less than the central portion in both cases. 
Conclusions and Future Work
With this work, it has been shown that the performance of horizontal axis wind turbines can be accurately and efficiently modeled using the vortex lattice method. It has also been shown that this prediction scheme is viable as a prediction tool used in a Genetic Algorithm based optimization process. This effort clearly represents the first step toward generating a multidisciplinary optimization scheme which would allow the entire wind turbine to be optimized simultaneously including the aerodynamic shapes, the structure and the power plant. It would be of significant interest to consider variable shaped blades devised using active materials and other state of the art technologies in the optimization process. The inclusion of an economics model to optimize the total economic performance of horizontal axis wind turbine installations would also be a logical and highly desirable extension.
Aerodynamically, the design modeling and flexibility could be improved by adding variably cambered airfoils, a more comprehensive approach to modeling the wake, two layered vortex lattice modeling to account for thick airfoils, compressibility, a model to account for viscous effects, and more flexibility in the angle of attack function.
